
 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Research 

There are many literature works in this world that can describe the reflection of 

the author's viewpoint or representative of human life today.Every literature work has 

purpose and meaning that the authors want to tell to the reader. One of them is Reckless 

Novel by Tilly Bagshawe. Tilly Baghsawe was born 12 June, in London, 1973.Tilly 

Bagshawe grew up Los Angles and went to in Los Angles to work in journalist and 

author. She currently lives in Los Angles and London. Tilly Bagshaweearned her MFA 

at Cambridge University. She has write a Debut Novel called Adored in July 20015, 

and she will write her latest novel Reckless in November 2015. In her the last debut 

Sidney Sheldon’s Reckless novel, she writes that novel after she stop working as a 

journalist in Los Angles. 

The story tells about Tracy Whitney is one of the best detective in the business 

but then she settled down and had a child. She plans on living anonymously deep in the 

Colorado mountains, devotes to raising son. But then tragedy struck. Now this superb 

con artist, jewel thief, computer wizard and cat burglar returns to the hunt, more 

reckless than ever. 

Tracy and Althea a detective is able to find the criminals and international 

terrorists. They are including in group 99 institutions in the United States. Although 

Althea felt she is able to find a big problem and it were able to finish it. According to 

Major General Frank Dorrien said Althea less able to find one of a big problem. Althea 

in comparison Tracy and has a great ability it is a problem for althea. Althea come out 

of group 99, while Tracy is married to Jeff and Tracy come out of a group of 99. Tracy 

moves to Colorado, United State. Tracy has two children and focus on his son. She 

already leaves in 99 Group. When Althea becomes a criminal then, Althea is already 

form a terrorist organization that is very difficult to find his whereabouts. Once Althea 

looks for the presence Tracy but Althea does not find Tracy then she gets information 

about children Tracy. Then Althea murder the son of Tracy that Nick. Tracy does not 

know that her son murder by Althea. Tracy is experiencing profound grief. Then althea 

husband murder Jeff.  

Tracy also experiences deep grief over the death of her child and husband. 

Hunter Drexel when a journalist who knows about a great detective and he ever hear 



 

Tracy name. Drexel opinion, that is Tracy, she is the best in America. Drexel ask for 

help to be able to bring Althea in prison for being to search by intelligent agency. Tracy 

ultimately helps because Tracy already knows that the death of her child and her 

husband has done by Althea. She wants to murder against Tracy. Tracy is very hate and 

she wants also murder against. Accidentally, Tracy is murdering Althea without bring 

to prison. 

According to the summary of the novel above, Tracy experiences grief over the 

death of her child. Althea murders her son and Tracy murders Althea because Tracy is 

very hate who kills her son. It causes by Hate. The first problem, Althea feels jealous 

about the status of Tracy is a great detective. This study will show the concept of Grief 

and Hate through the character of Tracy. There are some effects that are causes 

byusually extreme sadness when losing a loved one. Deep grief can also be due to loss 

of valuable property of the resulting disappointment and regret. 

The reason why writer choose this novel because the story is focusing of grief 

and hate problemthat is interesting to be discusses. In a work of literature, there are few 

analizing that can be used to examine the literary work. Moreover, this study is expect 

to be useful for those interested in getting deeper knowledge in analyzing literary work. 

This study may be useful because I want to analyze it through intrinsic and extrinsic 

approaches. Through intrinsic I use the literary terms and devices. Through extrinsic I 

use psychological approach stress and love. 

 

A. Identification of the Problem 

 Based on the background of the problem above, I identify the problem: Tracy 

feels grief because her son death. Tracy does not think that who does all this is 

althea. Tracy loses her child because she loves her child. All the feelings that Tracy 

feels are very bad for her because with the death of her child she begins to 

experience feelings of hate towards althea who has killed her child. Tracy feels she 

has never committed a crime to althea but althea wants to take revenge on Tracy's 

status as the greatest detective. In the end, Tracy suffered hatred and she wanted to 

bring althea to jail. I assume that the theme of this novel is Grief and Hate on 

Character Tracy Whitney Sidney Sheldon’s Reckless Novel. 

 

B. Limitation of the Problem 



 

Based on the identification of the problem above, I limit the problem of the novel as 

follows: 

Theory and concepts that I will apply as follow: 

1. Through intrinsic approach: characterization through telling and showing  

method, setting, plot, and theme. 

2. Through extrinsic approach which are psychology of literature, and the 

psychology of personality: grief and hallucination. 

 

C. Statement of the Problem 

Based on the introduction of the problem above, I conclude that the problem is 

the assumption of the theme of this novel which is Grief and Hate on Character Tracy 

Whitney true? In order to answer the question, I state next problem as follow. 

1. What are the characterization of this novel through telling and showing methods? 

2. What are the setting and plot of this novel? 

3. What are grief and hate concepts through characterization, setting, and plot? 

4. What are the theme of this novel reinforce through the result of analysis of the 

intrinsic and extrinsic approaches? 

 

D. Objectives of the Research 

Based on the formulation of the problem, I aim to prove that the theme of this 

novel is grief and hate trough Tracy Whitney character in Novel Sidney Sheldon’s 

Reckless by Tilly Bagshawe. In order to reach this aim, I make several steps as follow: 

1. To analyze the characterization by using the showing and telling methods. 

2. To analyze the plot and settings in this literary work. 

3. To analyze this literary work by using the concepts of Grief and Hate. 

4. To reinforce that the theme of this literary work is Grief and Hate on Character 

Tracy Whitney by using the result of analysis of intrinsic and  extrinsic 

approaches. 

 

E. Method of the Research 

 Based on the framework of the theories above, I use qualitative methods. 

Qualitative methods is a broad term that can be applied to a range of research 

approaches that have their theoretical origins in a range of disciplines, include 

anthropology, sociology, philosophy, social psychology and linguistics. Qualitative 



 

research is always descriptive. That is, the dataanalyzed and the result of the 

analysis in the form of description of the phenomenon, not a number. Data collects 

in the form of word and picture. The writing of this study contains quotation from 

the data to illustrate and fill out the report material. 

 In this research, I use Tilly Bagshawe novel entitled Sidney Sheldon’s Reckless 

primary source. The reason is in this novel there is personality of psychology 

aspects. I also use some of literary works that are appropriate to 

theory/concept/definition as the secondary source. Data collection techniques in this 

research uses library and record technique. Library technique is a technique of using 

a written source to obtain data. Record technique is the author as the key instrument 

of observation to the primer source of the data. In this study, the recording activity 

performs and uses to save the data that relates to the objectives of research. While, 

the data forms of quotes of words, sentences, paragraphs, or information that 

contains in the novel that relates with the personality of psychology of the main 

character.  

 

F. Benefit of the Research 

 Based on the concept of the research, this study is very useful to those who are 

interested with Tilly Bagshawe’s work especially in her novel entitled Sidney 

Sheldon’s Reckless.Furthermore, this novel has great deeper psychology personality. 

This novel may useful for the institution in the field of psychology or general reader 

who interested in psychology. Because this research is done with new perspective 

with applying the concepts: grief and Hate that appear as something new and 

uncovered for next study. 

 

G. Systematic Organization of the Research 

Based on the benefits of research above, systematic organization of this 

researchisarranged as follows: 

 

CHAPTER I:  INTRODUCTION  

It consists of background of the research, literature review, 

identification of the problem, limitation of the problem, 

statement of the problem, aim of the research, methods of the 



 

research, benefits of the research, systematic organization of the 

research. 

CHAPTER II: FRAMEWORK THE THEORIES 

 It consists of the explanation of the concepts and theories. It 

includes intrinsic and extrinsic approaches. Intrinsic approach is 

characterization—showing and telling methods, setting, plot and 

theme. Through extrinsic approach, I use theoretical 

framework—psychological approaches are grief and hate.  

CHAPTER III:  THE ANALYSIS OF“SIDNEY SHELDON’S 

RECKLESS”THROUGH INTRINSIC  

 It consists of telling and showing method, analysis of 

characterization, setting, plot, and theme through telling and 

showing method. The concepts above have to be appeared in 

several parts. 

CHAPTER IV: GRIEF AND HATE CONCEPTS IN THENOVEL SIDNEY 

SHELDON’S RECKLESSBY TILLY 

BAGSHAWETHROUGH EXTRINSIC  

It consists of analysis of characterization through telling and showing method, analysis 

of setting and plot through the concepts of setting and plot. The 

analysis above is shown in some sub-chapters. 

CHAPTER V: CLOSING 

 It consists of conclusion that shows the theme of this novel is 

THE REFLECTION OF GRIEF AND HATETHROUGH 

TRACY WHITNEY’S CHARACTER IN TILLY 

BAGSHAWE’S SIDNEY SHELDON’S 

RECKLESSNOVEL,explains observation about main study that 

contains in chapters along with the implication of study toward 

other variables.   

 


